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BUILDING YOUR AUDIENCE 

Building an audience and marketing your business or 'putting yourself out there' is essential to

business.  

Keep in mind that you can't sell a secret, in order to build an audie

important to become confident about talking about yourself and 

 

It has never been easier to gain exposure 

that, when used in the right way, can develop a strong relationship with our ideal customer and help them make that 

transition between being our biggest fan to w

 

Here are some of my best tips for audience building.

 

1) Start before you're ready. 

I strongly encourage anyone who thinks they may want to start a food business to begin building an audience right away, 

don't wait until you have the perfect product to se

you. Let others watch as you perfect those recipes and techniques, trust builds up over time so the more someone sees 

you in their newsfeed, the more likely they are to want to order wit

 

2) Choose a social platform and begin posting consistently

Facebook and Instagram are excellent tools for building an audience that can also build momentum in your business. 

Other social networks include You Tube, Snap chat and Twitter

use them as the foundation page where peo

business you run.  

 

Keep in mind that social networks are exactly that, places to be social and engage in 

Keep in mind that people like to do business with people and businesses that they know. 

 

When someone finds your business page they may or may not be looking for a particular product or they may just want 

to keep you in mind for the future. What's important when using social networks to build a 

valuable content on a regular basis so that our business stays front of mind for those who may need our product / service 

in the future.  

 

3) Build a website as a base where future customers can see 

people a chance to keep in touch with you.

• Allow people to subscribe to your e

• Include a gallery for the most up to date work 

• Have a longer 'about me' page where you can really go into who you are and what your business is all about

• Include a product & price list  - 

really have no intention to ever be your customer from wasting your time.

• Allow people to contact you from your website for a quote

• Allow people to buy from you on your website!
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Building an audience and marketing your business or 'putting yourself out there' is essential to growing a thriving 

NO AUDIENCE = NO BUSINESS 

Keep in mind that you can't sell a secret, in order to build an audience who is likely to buy from you in the future

talking about yourself and your business to others. 

t has never been easier to gain exposure as a small business than it is right now. We have so many tools at our disposal 

can develop a strong relationship with our ideal customer and help them make that 

transition between being our biggest fan to working with us and becoming a paying client. 

Here are some of my best tips for audience building. 

I strongly encourage anyone who thinks they may want to start a food business to begin building an audience right away, 

don't wait until you have the perfect product to sell. Begin a social media page and let people come on the journey with 

you. Let others watch as you perfect those recipes and techniques, trust builds up over time so the more someone sees 

you in their newsfeed, the more likely they are to want to order with you when you are ready to start business.

2) Choose a social platform and begin posting consistently 

ent tools for building an audience that can also build momentum in your business. 

Other social networks include You Tube, Snap chat and Twitter etc. I recommend choosing just 1-2 social platforms and 

people can find you and get to know who you are, your style and what sort of 

Keep in mind that social networks are exactly that, places to be social and engage in conversation /comments.

like to do business with people and businesses that they know.  

KNOW - LIKE - TRUST 

    

When someone finds your business page they may or may not be looking for a particular product or they may just want 

ep you in mind for the future. What's important when using social networks to build a business is that we 

valuable content on a regular basis so that our business stays front of mind for those who may need our product / service 

base where future customers can see more about you and what you offer and give

a chance to keep in touch with you. 

to subscribe to your e-mail list / newsletter for future updates 

Include a gallery for the most up to date work - keep this updated regularly 

me' page where you can really go into who you are and what your business is all about

 don't be afraid to list your prices this can act as a gate keeper to stop people who 

ntion to ever be your customer from wasting your time. 

to contact you from your website for a quote 

Allow people to buy from you on your website! 
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growing a thriving 

nce who is likely to buy from you in the future it's 

now. We have so many tools at our disposal 

can develop a strong relationship with our ideal customer and help them make that 

I strongly encourage anyone who thinks they may want to start a food business to begin building an audience right away, 

ll. Begin a social media page and let people come on the journey with 

you. Let others watch as you perfect those recipes and techniques, trust builds up over time so the more someone sees 

h you when you are ready to start business. 

ent tools for building an audience that can also build momentum in your business. 

2 social platforms and 

can find you and get to know who you are, your style and what sort of 

/comments.  

When someone finds your business page they may or may not be looking for a particular product or they may just want 

is that we provide 

valuable content on a regular basis so that our business stays front of mind for those who may need our product / service 

and what you offer and give 

me' page where you can really go into who you are and what your business is all about 

don't be afraid to list your prices this can act as a gate keeper to stop people who 



 

Growing your audience on social media.

 

There are 2 main ways to grow an audience on social media, organic

 

Organic growth can tend to be slower as 

advantage though as those who follow your business page t

customer than people who find us through

 

Paid advertising can be used as a tool to grow a larger

attract fans who may want to see our content but it doesn't always mean that those 

businesses grow I think it is important to have a marketing budget for paid promotions as I've found a comb

advertising and organic growth the best strategy for gaining an engaged audience over time.

 

The best way to grow an engaged audience is to know who our perfect person is and provide con

want to see / engage with.  

 

We all start at the same point with social media 

gaining momentum.  

 

These  are just a few things that you can implement to grow your audience

 

• Ask family and friends to share your page 

• Create / share relatable content that 

• Make your business profile easily searcha

• To begin with you may want to offer advice / help i

long term but at the beginning it can work well

• Keep showing up, don't get discouraged if your growth 

your people, show up, be consistent, offer value, be patient 

• Use hashtags that are relevant to your audience and

• Take the time to comment on the posts of the accounts who you follow

• Use Insta stories as a tool, many 

• Support other local / small businesses by shari

• Are you able to offer a collaboration with a

• If you decide to use a giveaway / disco

this, what if you don't get the result you 'wanted', would you be disappointed?

to create excitement when a new product is about to b

buyers to try your product, however try not to hold these frequently as your audience can become accustomed 

to your discounts and wait for them. 

• Rather than using a discount as a pro

promotion? 
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Growing your audience on social media. 

n audience on social media, organic growth and paid traffic. 

as people will generally find you through word of mouth. This can 

who follow your business page through organic reach can tend to be closer to our ideal 

who find us through paid advertising. 

can be used as a tool to grow a larger audience over a shorter period of time. It can have the tende

content but it doesn't always mean that those people will buy from us

businesses grow I think it is important to have a marketing budget for paid promotions as I've found a comb

advertising and organic growth the best strategy for gaining an engaged audience over time. 

The best way to grow an engaged audience is to know who our perfect person is and provide content that those people 

e all start at the same point with social media - we start with 1 and the first few months can always be the hardest in 

that you can implement to grow your audience organically 

Ask family and friends to share your page  

content that people naturally want to share with their friends (Memes)

business profile easily searchable from your private / personal page - we are naturally curious

ay want to offer advice / help in other social media groups / posts (I don't recommend this 

it can work well to help others find your business page) 

Keep showing up, don't get discouraged if your growth isn't as fast as someone else. Focus on your business and 

stent, offer value, be patient and over time the growth will come

at are relevant to your audience and your product 

Take the time to comment on the posts of the accounts who you follow 

Use Insta stories as a tool, many people on instagram don't scroll through the newsfeed anymore 

Support other local / small businesses by sharing their content too - tag the other business 

Are you able to offer a collaboration with another business and cross promote each other to

If you decide to use a giveaway / discount as a promotion use it with intention. Think about why

this, what if you don't get the result you 'wanted', would you be disappointed? A discount / giveaway can be used 

when a new product is about to be released or to encourage those who might be first time 

to try your product, however try not to hold these frequently as your audience can become accustomed 

to your discounts and wait for them.  

Rather than using a discount as a promotion could you donate that amount to a charity and use that as your 
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will generally find you through word of mouth. This can have an 

closer to our ideal 

have the tendency to 

will buy from us. As our 

businesses grow I think it is important to have a marketing budget for paid promotions as I've found a combination of paid 

tent that those people 

and the first few months can always be the hardest in 

friends (Memes) 

we are naturally curious 

on't recommend this 

isn't as fast as someone else. Focus on your business and 

ome 

ymore  

 

other to your audiences?  

unt as a promotion use it with intention. Think about why you are offering 

A discount / giveaway can be used 

who might be first time 

to try your product, however try not to hold these frequently as your audience can become accustomed 

ount to a charity and use that as your 



 

A few tips on using Social Media to build an audience

 

• Post regularly, but not necessarily every day

• Post with intention, think about your perfect person, what do they find interesting? 

to interact with on social media? 

• Think about the time of day your people are usually on s

 

Before you post, stop and think, is this piece of content:

A - aspirational - do they aspire to have 
E - educational - can they learn something from this post?

I - inspirational - could this inspire someo

M - motivational - could I motivate someone 

 

2 other things I love encouraging people to use on their social platforms is 

H - humour - I love making people laugh

H - human - who is the person behind the business? Don't be afraid of showing up as yourself, sharing parts of your 

why, who you are, how long you've been baking, who is the person behind the business. 

help people feel that they know you and that you're m

 

Social media is a great tool to use to find your 'voice' and attract 

 

Some things you could include in your social media posts include:

• Photos of yourself  - introduction

network to get to know you. 

• Images / video of your work space

• Images / video of your work - progres

• Images / video of your work set up / on location

• Images / video of you with your product / on location

• Polls & questions - posts that encourage engagement

you find out exactly who your audience is

• 'Did you know' or 'guess how long' type posts that can also work as educating your customer

• Testimonials and feedback from those who have u

go-to person for that product.  

• Share that you're fully booked, only certain places left etc. for certain dates
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cial Media to build an audience 

Post regularly, but not necessarily every day 

Post with intention, think about your perfect person, what do they find interesting? What content do you like 

to interact with on social media?  

day your people are usually on social media to get the best reach 

this piece of content: 

do they aspire to have or be able to create this product? 

can they learn something from this post? 

inspire someone to try something new? 

could I motivate someone to take action with this post? 

2 other things I love encouraging people to use on their social platforms is  

I love making people laugh and breaking up the seriousness of the day 

person behind the business? Don't be afraid of showing up as yourself, sharing parts of your 

why, who you are, how long you've been baking, who is the person behind the business. Sharing parts of your world will 

help people feel that they know you and that you're more than just another business. 

to use to find your 'voice' and attract people who want to listen to what you have to say.

Some things you could include in your social media posts include: 

introduction post - include this every few months for those who are new to your social 

es / video of your work space 

progress photos / behind the scenes / 'did you know' style posts 

of your work set up / on location 

f you with your product / on location 

posts that encourage engagement & interaction, asking people for advice 

you find out exactly who your audience is 

' or 'guess how long' type posts that can also work as educating your customer

Testimonials and feedback from those who have used your product / service provides social proof that you're the 

 

that you're fully booked, only certain places left etc. for certain dates 
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What content do you like 

person behind the business? Don't be afraid of showing up as yourself, sharing parts of your 

Sharing parts of your world will 

who want to listen to what you have to say. 

ude this every few months for those who are new to your social 

' style posts  

, asking people for advice , this can also help 

' or 'guess how long' type posts that can also work as educating your customer 

provides social proof that you're the 



 

Final thoughts 

• Be confident and enthusiastic when talking about your business to people you meet

• Make your social media page fun, light 

• Try not to rant or call customers out, this can turn future 

• When someone leaves a comment on your page be su

• Don't be afraid to give advice when someone asks about a product / technique

• Ask questions, don't assume you know what people may want to see in their news feed. The answers you receive 

may surprise you and can help you create content that your audience 

• Focus on giving and being of service to those who show interest in you and what you off

• Don't worry about un-follows / un

important is that we work to create content for and engage with

• Not everyone who follows us is there for the same reason or specifically to buy from us and that is okay too. 

Some of our followers who never buy from us can become our biggest fans, share and comment on our work 

and help create engagement on our content.

• Some people on social media are time wasters and are playing the follow / un

your time focusing on those numbers. When we are 

person' the time wasters don't matter, they were never interested in doing business with you.
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when talking about your business to people you meet 

r social media page fun, light and a place where people want to hang out / engage with

Try not to rant or call customers out, this can turn future or potential customers off 

someone leaves a comment on your page be sure to reply, even if it's just with a 'thank you' 

Don't be afraid to give advice when someone asks about a product / technique.  

Ask questions, don't assume you know what people may want to see in their news feed. The answers you receive 

d can help you create content that your audience really connect with. 

Focus on giving and being of service to those who show interest in you and what you offer. 

follows / un-subscribes etc. We will not be for everyone and that is okay. 

is that we work to create content for and engage with those who love us. 

llows us is there for the same reason or specifically to buy from us and that is okay too. 

Some of our followers who never buy from us can become our biggest fans, share and comment on our work 

engagement on our content.  

Some people on social media are time wasters and are playing the follow / un-follow game, don't even waste 

on those numbers. When we are focused on providing value to those who 

person' the time wasters don't matter, they were never interested in doing business with you.
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/ engage with 

re to reply, even if it's just with a 'thank you'  

Ask questions, don't assume you know what people may want to see in their news feed. The answers you receive 

 

er.  

subscribes etc. We will not be for everyone and that is okay. What's 

llows us is there for the same reason or specifically to buy from us and that is okay too. 

Some of our followers who never buy from us can become our biggest fans, share and comment on our work 

game, don't even waste 

on providing value to those who are our 'perfect 

person' the time wasters don't matter, they were never interested in doing business with you. 


